
THE POPULAR MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS DURING THE MIDDLE AGES

The oldest Medieval musical instrument was the human voice! The spread of Christianity in the Dark Ages and the early
Medieval period led to the popularity of.

The range of a recorder is about 2 octaves, chromatically. It was probably a deriviation of the Arabic word
qitara, the name of an instrument that was brought into Spain by the Moors after the 10th Century. The best
sounds from medieval percussion instruments could be heard when beating or bashing the percussion
instrument. Medieval instruments Bas and Haut medieval instruments were also broken down into two main
categories called Bas and Haut, Bas medieval instruments created music was very soft at a low level, gentle on
the ear of medieval people , these were low sounds that related to the volume of the sound not the actual pitch
of sound. The psaltery, a type of zither, is played by plucking or striking the strings. The Medieval Life and
Times Sitemap provides full details of all of the information and facts about the fascinating subject of the lives
of the people who lived during the historical period of the Middle Ages. Harmony was gradually introduced
and by the 12th century a method of music notation developed which indicated the length of each note and the
pitch. The most popular percussion instrument in the middle ages and throughout time has to be the drum.
Medieval Percussion instruments In medieval times there was a lot of variety in the type of percussion
instruments that were available to medieval musicians such as bells, cymbals, drums and triangles for
example. Minstrels - A minstrel was a servant first employed as a castle or court musician. There was a huge
variety of medieval woodwind instruments that were used to entertain medieval people during these times,
there were some very intricate and unusual medieval woodwind instruments around that were played by
musicians such as minstrels, troubadours and waits. It has seven finger-holes in front and one thumb-hole
behind, and a beak-shaped mouthpiece. The dulcimer and the harpsichord were unique instruments. The bag
was often made from animal skin, and the horn, or pipe, could be fashioned of wood or bone. The
Troubadours travelled from one village to the next and many also travelled abroad. Sometimes there would be
the hoop tensioned by rope. Gregory the Great. The troubadour would play for common people and nobles.
Related Articles. Troubadours - A troubadour was a travelling musician. The flute is unusual among
instruments in the way it is held, sideways from the mouth rather than straight out or down. The performer
blows into the bladder through its mouthpiece, a wooden pipe. Categories of Medieval Musical Instruments
There were many Medieval Musical Instruments that can be described as part of the following categories:
Woodwind Instruments - Musical instruments which were blown like trumpets or bagpipes String Instruments
- Musical instruments which were played with a bow or plucked Percussion Instruments - various forms of
drums and bells were used during the Medieval times Types of String Musical Instruments There were many
types of string Musical Instruments played during the Medieval times including the instruments detailed in the
following list: The Harp - The harp was a favorite instrument of the troubadours and minstrels and was about
30 inches in length Lute - A plucked string instrument having a pear-shaped body, a usually bent neck, and a
fretted fingerboard The Fiddle - There were a variety of Medieval Fiddles which were played with a bow or
plucked and usually held under the chin or in the crook of the arm. Wind and Reed Instruments Flutes were
common instruments throughout the Middle Ages and were of two main types, the recorder and the transverse
flute. Contrariwise, the flute is a recorder-like woodwind musical instrument. Each style produced a
distinctive and unique sound. The shawn was a simple instrument that used vent holes and a reed, a small
piece of wood that vibrated against the tongue or lips to produce sound. The shofar was a priestly instrument
in Biblical times. The gemshorn was played like a flute as well, but was a horn-shaped instrument made from
ox horns. The notes were usually the same length and song, or played, in the Key of C. Drum bodies could be
of wood, metal, earthenware, or bone.


